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"SWITCH-REFERENCE":
CLAUSE COMBINING IN CENTRAL POMO
MARIANNE MITHUN
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA

1. Introduction. William Jacobsen's early discussions of switch-reference (especially 1961 and 1967) have prompted the investigation of such
systems in languages all over the world, as amply documented in the collections of papers in Haiman and Munro (1983). The languages indigenous
to California have proved an especially fertile area for such investigation
(Jacobsen 1983, Langdon and Munro 1979, McLendon 1975, Munro 1976,
O'Connor 1987, and Oswalt 1976; 1983, among others). According to
Haiman and Munro, "canonical switch reference is an inflectional category
of the verb, which indicates whether or not its subject is identical with the
subject of some other verb.... Functionally, switch-reference is a device
for referential tracking" (1983: ix).
Central Pomo, one of seven languages of the Pomoan family of Northern California, contains a set of forms that appear to serve just this function. Several pairs of markers appearing at the ends of dependent clauses
seem to alternate according to whether the subject of the clause is coreferent with the subject of the following clause or different. The alternation
is quite systematic in elicited sentences, but apparent exceptions appear
in spontaneous speech. A closer examination of the use of these markers
in conversation and narrative recorded regularly over a period of eight
years indicates that their primary function is not actually reference tracking but clause linking. Formal similarities between the Central Pomo
markers and their equivalents in some other languages suggest that a
number of the systems previously identified as switch-reference may in
fact be clause-combining devices.
There are three pairs of markers: hi and hla, in and da, and ba and li.
The first pair, hi and hla, appear in irrealis constructions. Both morphemes are translated 'and', 'when', or 'if'. In (1) below, the first clause is
followed by the markerhi and has the same subject as that of the following clause.1 In (2), the first clause is followed by hla and has a different
subject than the following clause.
1 I am
grateful to the following speakers of Central Pomo who have generously shared
their language, their time, and their expertise: Mr. Jesse Frank, Mrs. Eileen Oropeza, and
Mrs. Winifred Leal, of Point Arena; the late Mrs. Salome Alcantra, the late Mrs. Florence
[IJAL, vol. 59, no. 2, April 1993, pp. 119-36]
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(1) Mug.u maqdhi,
mui.u maqo-hi
3.AGT

find-SAME

?a.
a.

!Jte.n?khe.
fete--n=?khe

1.AGT tell-IP=FUT

'If I see him, I'll tell him'.
SUBJECT=SUBJECT
ya ch6w?khe hliw.
(2) che mulaqhla,
che mul-aq=hla ya
hd-w=?khe hli-w
rain

fall-PL=DIFF

1.PL not-P=FUT

gO.PL-P

'If it rains, we won't go'.
SUBJECT?SUBJECT
The second pair of markers, in and da, appear in realis constructions
describing events that coincide. They are generally translated 'while',
'when', or 'whenever'. The first clause of (3), containing in, has the same
subject as the following clause. (The marker in loses its vowel after a
vowel.) The first clause in (4), containing da, has a different subject than
the following clause.
k'uci.
phde.n.
(3) Mdata?el, ma?d yhe'dun
k'uc-i. ph-de-.n
mda'a=?el ma?d yhe-.du-n
woman=the

food

do-IP-SAME

child-PL seeing-carry-IP

'While the woman cooked, she watched the children'.
SUBJECT=SUBJECT
phde.n.
(4) Md.aa?el ma?d yhe.nda bdya.?el k'ucimdata=?el ma?d yhe-.n=da bdya.=?el k'uc-i- ph-de-n
woman=the food do-IP=DIFF
man=the child-PL seeing-carry-IP
'While the woman cooked, the man watched the children'.
SUBJECT?SUBJECT
The third pair of markers, ba and li, appear in realis constructions describing consecutive events. These morphemes are often translated 'and
then' or 'when'. In (5), the clauses containing ba have the same subjects
as the clauses that follow them. In (6), the clause with li has a different
subject than the clause that follows it.
Paoli, and the late Mrs. Clara Williams, of the Yokaya Rancheria; and the late Mrs. Alice
Elliott and especially Mrs. Frances Jack, of the Hopland Rancheria, all in California.
Abbreviations appearing in glosses are the following: AFF emotional affect; AGT agent;
CAUScausative; DISdistal possessor; DFoc defocus; EXP personal experience evidential; FAC
factual evidential; FUT future; IMMimmediate; IMPV
imperative; INCHinchoative; INDF indefinite patient; INFERinferential evidential; IPimperfective aspect; MA multiple agency; ME multiple eventhood; OBL oblique; P perfective aspect; PAT patient; PL plural; PL.IP plural
imperfectivizer; POss possessor (kinsman); PRF performative evidential (speaker act); SML
semelfactive; TOP new topic; wITpersonal witness evidential; 1 first person; 2 second person;
3 third person.
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mdti
cawyoba
cdw=y6-ba mdti
1.AGT in=go-SAME down

(5) ?a.
?a.
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ma?d
?Chd.aba
ma?d
?-chd'-c-ba
food
by.gravity-sit-INCH-SAME

qa.yu^c'iw.
qa.-yu?c'i-w
biting-begin-P
'I came into the house, [I] sat down, and [I] started to eat'.
SUBJECT=SUBJECT
(6) ?a.
?a.
1.AGT

cawyowli
cdw=yo-w=li

hdyu ?el
hdyu=?el

?uda.w
?uda.w

to'
jo'

in=go-P=DIFF

dog=the

really

1.PAT

se'cmada.
se-c-mad=a
glad.to.see-AFF=IMM
'I came into the house and my dog was really glad to see me'.
SUBJECT?SUBJECT
The markers appear to form the binary symmetrical system in (7).
SAME

DIFFERENT

hi

hla

COINCIDENT

in

da

CONSECUTIVE

ba

li

(7)
IRREALIS
REALIS

Alternations between markersin the left and right columns are systematic in elicited sentences like those in (1)-(6) above. In natural speech,
however, the alternations do not correspond so consistently to the
matches and mismatches of subjects across clauses. Markers on the left
sometimes appear when subjects are different, and those on the right
when subjects are the same.
2. The issue of subjecthood. As described by Haiman and Munro, canonical switch-reference markersspecify reference relations between subjects. Case is overtly marked in Central Pomo on all pronouns and some
nouns referring to human beings, but the case system is not based on syntactic subjecthood: it is based on agency. Participantswho voluntarily instigate actions are classified grammatically as agents; those not in control
are classified as patients. The case system can be seen in (8). The thirdperson pronoun mu.l in 'he woke me up' matches that in 'he is eating';
both are agents. The third-person pronoun in 'he forgot' is different; it is
the patient pronoun mu'.u, the same as that in 'I woke him up'.
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(8) Mu'l
mu.l

to'
to-

Muitu
mudtu

9a-

9a-

dawdyla.
dawdy=la

3.AGT 1.PAT wake=wiT

3.PAT

1.AGT

wake=PRF

'He woke me up'.
Mu'l qaw.an.
mu.l qa-wd-.n

'I woke him up'.
9a.
qawdan.
9a.
qa-wd--n

3.AGT biting-go-IP

1.AGT biting-go-IP

'He is eating'.
Mi'fu
?ndaya.
mu'tu ?-nd.=ya
ya

'I am eating'.
to'
o

?ndaya.
n=ya

3.PAT

1.PAT

mentally-hide=wIT

dawdyya.
dawdy=ya

mentally-hide=wIT

'He forgot'.

'I forgot'.

Are switch-reference systems universally based on the category of subject,
as proposed by Haiman and Munro, or are they sensitive to the case categories grammaticizedby the language in which they occur? Oswalt (1983)
reports that in Kashaya Pomo, a language closely related to Central Pomo,
switch-reference operates in terms of agents. Of course, Central Pomo
grammatical agents would often correspond to subjects if subjects were
marked in the language. In examples (1)-(6) above, all Central Pomo
agents were translated as English subjects. For such sentences, subjectbased and agent-based switch-reference systems would yield the same patterns. The categories of subject and agent do not always coincide, however.
The primary participants in events like forgetting, getting hurt, or falling are classified as subjects in English but as patients in Central Pomo.
They are not in control. In examples (1) and (2) above, the marker hi
(SAME) appeared with coreferent agent subjects. Hi also appears when the
coreferent subjects are grammatical patients.
thdl bdc'ikhe.
SUBJECT=SUBJECT
(9) jhnd.hi ?e mto
hnd'-hi ?e mto ?thdl ba-c'--i?khe
PATIENT=PATIENT
fall-SAME COP 2.PAT hurt

grow-INCH-P=FUT

no AGENT

'If you fall down, you're going to get hurt'.
Subjecthood rather than agency apparently governs switch-reference in
Central Pomo after all.
Some Central Pomo clauses contain no agents because of a defocusing
construction similar to passivization. When an agent is unknown, incidental to the discussion, or obvious, a derived intransitive verb may appear
with only a patient. The sentence in (10) contains the verb 'be chased out',
derived from a transitive verb 'chase out' ('cause to go out').
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(10) Me'n
me'n

lo6wac'hi
low-ac'-hi

?e
?e

talk.PL-IP.PL-SAMECOP

so

mu.l,
mu-l
that

qowyo.kamaw?khe.
qow=y6o-ka-m-a-w=?khe

AGENT=AGENT
SUBJECT?SUBJECT

OUt=go-CAUS-MA-DEFOCUS-P=FUT

'They'll talk like that and then he'll be chased out of here'.
These two clauses share agents but not subjects. Both speaker and audience knew that the talkers and the chasers were the same people, so the
two events involve the same semantic agents. If subjects were marked in
Central Pomo, the chasers would be the subject of the first clause, but the
man chased would be the subject of the second. The appearance of the
in (10) indicates that agency takes precedence over submarkerhi (SAME)
jecthood for switch-reference, contrary to the evidence in sentence (9).
The apparentparadox would be resolved if coreference between EITHER
subjects or agents is sufficient to trigger the marker hi (SAME).Yet sentences with coreferent subjects or agents do occur with the marker hla
(DIFF).In fact, hla (DIFF)sometimes occurs even with sets of clauses sharing BOTHcoreferent subjects and agents, as in (11).

(11) Ma
ma

mu.l
mu l

2.AGT that

thab'.?c'iw
thabd.?-c'-w

i?w chowhla,
ma
?1-w 6ho-w=hla ma

ma.
ma.

bas!'
baset'

do-P

stuff

bad

not-P=DIFF 2.AGT

phwiw?khe.
ph-wi-w=?khe.

SUBJECT=SUBJECT
AGENT=AGENT

happen-RFL-P seeing-perceive-P=FUT

'If you don't do that, you're going to see bad things happen'.
Sentences like this cannot be dismissed as mistakes. The taped conversations and narratives in which they occur have all been transcribed and
translated with the help of an excellent Central Pomo speaker, Frances
Jack, who has judged them acceptable. They appear in the speech of all
speakers recorded, and they recur too often to be ignored. A closer exam-

ination of the use of each marker indicates that while their distribution
does typically coincide with same versus different subjects, specifying
reference is not their primary function.
3. Irrealis: hi and hla. The irrealis markers hi (SAME)and hla (DIFF)
appear in imperative, some future, and conditional contexts.
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yohi
yo-hi
qhd=.l
water=to gO-SAME

(12) Qhd.l

ma?d
ma?d
food

qha.diwayim.
qha-diway-im
buy-IMPERATIVE

'Go down (to town) and buy groceries!'
ma?d qha.diway?khe.
(13) Qhd.l
ydhi
ma?d qha.diway=?khe
qha=l
yo-hi
water=to gO-SAME food
bUy=FUTURE
'He'll go down and buy groceries'.
ma?d qha.diway?le.
y6hi
(14) Qh.l
ma?d qhadiway=?le
yo'-hi
qhd=.l
water=to gO-SAME food
buy=CONDITIONAL
'He could go down and buy groceries'.
It is the sense of the sentence as a whole, rather than the grammatical
marking of the final verb, that triggers the selection of the irrealis markers. The future enclitic =?kheis also used for purposive constructions.
When it signals future time in an irrealis sentence, as in (13) above, hi appears on the dependent verb. When the same enclitic signals purpose in a
realis sentence, as in (15), the realis marker ba appears.
(15) Qhd.l
yoba
qhd=.l
yo-ba
water=to gO-SAME

ma?d
ma?d
food

qha.diway?khe.
qha.diway=?khe
bUy=FUTURE

'He went down to buy groceries'.
Clauses marked with hi and hla are grammatically dependent insofar as
speakers do not feel they constitute complete sentences in themselves, but
they are not necessarily semantically subordinate.
(16) Bd.
ba.
who

thin ?e qoyohi,
?e'yhjow
qoyohi,
thi-n ?e q6=yo-hi
?6e'y=how q6=yo-hi
not-IP COP hither=go-SAMEfar=side
hither=go-SAME
ma?d
ma?d
dochi,
mft'kahi,
ma?d
do'--hi
ma?d
m-t'd-*ka-hi
food
make-SML-SAME
food
heating-sense-cAUs-SAME

mIo
mfo

yowcow?khe.
y6w=co-w=?khe

2.PAT

before=set-P=FUT

'Nobody will come around, come from parts unknown, and fix
your food, cook your food, and set it before you'.
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The dependent clauses often precede the unmarked clauses, as would be
expected in a predicate-final language, but they may also follow.
sacl'khe
(17) i wa ma
?i=wa ma
sa-co-=khe
do=Q

2.AGT swinging-hit-ME=FUT

yal
ya-l

demmahi?
de-m-ma-hi

ca.l
ca=.l

1.PL-PAT house=to

take.PL-level-MA-sAME

'Are you gonna whip us when you take us home?'
ma
yal
sacot'khe
(18) ?iwa
ma
sa-co-t=?khe
ya-l
?i=wa
do=Q

2.AGT 1.PL-PAT swinging-hit-ME=FUT

ya
ya

ca.l
ca=.l

hliwhla.
hli-w=hla

1.PL

house=to

gO.PL-P=DIFF

'She's gonna whip us when we go home'.
In spontaneous speech, the marker hi (SAME) occurs most often in series

of clauses with coreferent subjects, as it does in elicited sentences. In (19)
the agent and subject of 'clean' and 'wash' are the same.
(19) sd ?el
sd=?el
fish=the

dase'm.
t'damhi
t'dam-hi
da-se-.m
clean-sAME pulling-wash-IMPv
'Cut out the insides of the fish and wash it'.

The marker hla (DIFF)occurs most often in series of clauses with distinct
participants. The sentence in (20) was said as speakers were wondering
what to do with pits from the cherries they were sharing. The subject of
'throw' is 'you', but the subject of 'sprout'is the pits.
calel
qow?nehla
(20) Ma
ma
calel
q6w=?-ne=hla
2.AGT

just

out=PL-Set=DIFF

t'at'a'

mu.l
mu.l

bac'"ile.
ba-c-'=?le

guess

that

grow-INCH-P=COND

'If you just throw them out, I guess they would sprout'.
Exceptions to these tendencies occur sufficiently often, however, to
indicate that their function cannot be to specify reference. In fact, their
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distribution is a secondary effect of their primary function: to link
clauses. The main difference between hi and hla is the degree of cohesion
they specify.
Clauses linked with hi (SAME)describe closely associated actions, actions presented as components of a single event, as in (19) 'Cut out the
insides of the fish and wash it'. It is not surprising that such actions typically involve the same subject. Even when the clauses linked by hi do not
share subjects, the unity of the event can still be seen. The clauses in (21)
do not share subjects, agents, or patients, but the speaker intended to
make a single proposal.
mkhe
dd6hi
(21) ?d.
khc'?el
do-c-hi
mkhe
khev=?el
?a.
1.AGT

2.AGT

bridge=the

make-sML-sAME

mf-li
mf=.li

ma
ma

that=with

2.PAT take.PL-across=FUT

?dim?khe.
?d(-m=?khe

'I will build the bridge for you and on that you'll take them
(across)' = 'I will build you a bridge to take them across on'.
Clauses linked with hla (DIFF) describe distinct events. Distinct events
often but not necessarily involve different participants. Both clauses in
(22) contain patient subjects, but the speaker chose to present them as
distinct events.
(22) Mto
mto
2.PAT

mu-l
mu.l

smd
smd

m.i'ckayahla
mti-'c-ka-ya=hla

mto
mto

that

sleep

lie-INCH-CAUS-DEFOC=DIFF

2.PAT

q'6oti
q'6=?ti

maddmac'khe
madu-ma-c=?khe

thfn.
thi-n

what=even awake-AFF-INCH=FUT not-IP

SUBJECT=SUBJECT
AGENT0O
PATIENT=PATIENT

'If you were put to sleep, you'd never wake up at all'.
The difference in cohesion expressed by hi and hla is mirroredby a formal difference. The marker -hi (SAME),which links closely associated actions, is a verbal suffix. The marker=hla (DIFF),which links whole events,
is a clausal enclitic. Unlike -hi, =hla can follow the final perfective suffix
'when we go home' in 18 above) and several
-w (hli-w=hla [gO.PL-P=DIFF]

other enclitics.
The two markers show an additional difference. Both -hi and =hla may
be translated 'and', 'when', 'whenever', or 'if', but =hla (DIFF) conveys
stronger contingency; it is more often translated 'if'. Mrs. Jack remarked
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that either -hi or =hla would be grammatical in (21) above, but with -hi
(SAME) there is relative certainty that the bridge will be built, while with
=hla (DIFF) there is no telling whether the bridge will be built or not: "If I
build you a bridge, you can take them across." The enclitic =hla is sometimes selected specifically for this implication, even when subjects are the
same.
4. Coincident realis: in and da. The morphemes in and da are used
when two or more realis events coincide. They are variously translated
'when', 'while', 'whenever', etc. Like hi and hla clauses, in and da clauses
are grammatically dependent, in that they cannot stand alone as complete
sentences, but they are not necessarily semantically subordinate. They
usually precede the unmarked clauses they are associated with, but they
sometimes follow, as in (23) and (24):
(23) Ya
ya
1.PL

tika
tika

mi.
mi=-

in.fact

that=at go.PL-ME-PL.IP-MA-IP.PL-IP.PL

hldfaqtamac'ac'
hla'-t-aq-ta-m-ac'-ac'

mu-tuyal
mu.tuya-l

c'a-l
c'a.l

q'oman.
q'o-ma-n

3.PL-PAT

with

drink-MA-SAME

'We used to go there a lot drinking with them'.
Bertha ni-n cdwhliwda.
(24) Me-n t'a- sif'
Bertha ni.n cd-w=hli-w=da
me-n f'a- sv'-t-?
so
feel name-ME-P
so
house-in=go.PL-PL=DIFF
'So I guess Bertha named them, like that, as they went inside'.
In spontaneous speech, in (SAME)tends to occur with clauses that share
major participants, as it does under elicitation.
(25) cd-c' ?el, mu-l
ba-ddqahadel qhde'?cdun,
cacd'=?el mu.l
ba--ddqha-d-el qhde.?-c'-du-n
man=the

that

Poss-wife-PAT

fight-RFL-IP-SAME

ma.
mcotin,
phts'dday.
ma.
m-co-t-in
ph-ts'dday
swinging-slam
kicking-set-ME-SAME ground
'The man, fighting with his wife, kicking her, slammed her to the
ground'.
The marker da (DIFF) tends to occur with clauses containing different

subjects.
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(26) Du'tayya,
du.-tay=ya
other-PL=TOP

ma?d ?el
ma?d=?el
food=the

qawa'.yawda,
qa.=wd- ?-ya-w=da
biting=go-IP.PL-DFOC-P=DIFF

bal
bal
this

ld'la
?chd.w,
bap'q'elmadun.
ld'la
?-ha'.-w
ba=p'qle'l-ma-du-n
among by.gravity-sit-P INDF=envy-AFF-IP-SAME
'While the others were eating, he sat among them, wistfully'.
Exceptions to these tendencies occur sufficiently often, however, to
demonstrate that the basic function of the markers cannot be to specify
reference. Their distribution is a secondary effect of their primary function: to link clauses. Their principal difference is in the degree of cohesion they specify.
The marker in (SAME)is used to link actions that are presented as components of a single event, like the fighting, kicking, and slamming to the
ground in (25) above. Not surprisingly, such actions typically share the
same subjects and/or agents. Yet they need not. The clauses in (27) do not
share subjects, agents, or patients.
khe
(27) ?d. kiy
k'uci.?elayal,
khe
?a.=kiy
k'a=c'i=?el=,ayal
1.AGT=too 1.OBL child=the=PL=PAT

beda yd?khe hin il
be'=da yda=khe hin il
this=at 1.PL=OBLIndian
?uda.w sw'dyli
?uda.w swdy=li

khe'el
ba.nehdun,
khe=?el
ba.-ne-h-du-n
dance=the stepping-set-p-IP-SAME
SUBJECT?SUBJECT
q'lacfa''ac'.
AGENT?AGENT
q'lu-t-a.c'-ac'

really

PATIENT?PATIENT
die-ME-IP.PL-IP.PL

laughter=with

'Also, my grandchildren,when I dance an Indian dance, they just
die laughing'.
The markerda (DIFF) indicates that two events coincide temporally, but
each event retains some conceptual distinctness. As might be expected,
events involving different sets of participants are usually considered
sufficiently distinct to be linked by da (DIFF). Events involving the same
participants may be presented as distinct, however. In (28), the speaker
portrayed being alive and doing something for her daughter as two distinct events, even though they shared the same subject and agent.
?a.
n
e
bal s.t',
a
(28) Mne' ?in
qasoyda,
?e
bal
me'n ?i-n
st'o, ?a.
qaso'yda
9a.
so

be-SAME COP 1.AGT this

now

1.AGT alive=DIFF

SWITCH-REFERENCE
IN CENTRALPOMO

'a.
9a.

mu.l
mu.l
1.AGT that

mkhe
mkhe

yhe.n.
yhe-.n

2.OBL

do-IP

129

SUBJECT=SUBJECT
AGENT=AGENT

'That is why now, while I am still alive, I do this for you'.
The difference in semantic cohesion expressed by in and da is mirrored
by a formal difference. The marker -in (SAME),which links closely associated actions, is a verbal suffix. The marker =da (DIFF),which links whole
events, is an enclitic. Unlike -in, it can follow the perfective suffix -w, as
in (29) and certain other enclitics, like the future in (30).
(29) Khe
khe
dance

me.nema-wda...
ma.-ne-m- a-w=da
stepping-set-down-DFOC-PERFECTIVE=DIFF

'While (people) were dancing...'
(30) Bal ?ul 'aleya h?ow?kheda...
bal ?ul 'aleya
h?6-w=?khe=da
this

now bead

FF
give-PERFECTIvE=FUTURE=DI

'When they were going to give her beads ...'
The enclitic =da occurs with not only clauses, but with other kinds of
constituents as well. With nominals, it contributes a locative or temporal
meaning: 'in', 'at', 'on', etc.
?neman.
k'iwda
(31) Ma.
ma.
k'i-w=da ?-ne-m-an
place cold-p=in by.hand-set-down-IP
'Set it in a cold place'.
macida
khyd swe'laqaw.
(32) Bel
be-l
mac'=da khya
swe'l-aq-a-w
this-at day=on
game play-PL-DFOC-P
'This is the day they play'.
A core meaning can be discerned in all contexts: =da associates two entities or events in space or time. It indicates locative or temporal coincidence but does not specify duration.
The coincident realis markers -in and =da, like the irrealis markers, are
not perfect semantic counterparts.The nature of the temporal overlap they
specify differs slightly. Clauses marked by -in (SAME)represent activities
or states that are in effect while other events take place. They are always
imperfective and are often translated with present participles, like (25)
above: 'fighting ... , kicking .. .'. Clauses marked by =da (DIFF)coincide
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with the associated clause but not necessarily for its full duration.The two
events may coincide for an extended period or a single point in time.
Clauses containing da may accordingly be imperfective, as in (33), or perfective, as in (34).
?6c' cano'nda,
(33) ?d.
?e.yyoya.
oc' cano-.n=da,
?a.
?e'y=y6=ya
still

1.AGT

talk-IMPERFECTIvE=DIFF away=go=wIT

'He left while I was talking'.
(34) ?d6
?a.
1.AGT

ca.l
cd=.l

yowda,
y6-w=da

house=to

gO-PERFECTIVE=DIFF

ma
ma

wdy
way

mti'c'ka.
mti-.c-'=ka

2.AGT

already

lie-INCH-P=INFER

'When I got back, you were already in bed'.
The suffix -in (SAME)shows another semantic idiosyncrasy. It often implies causality.
bal
tdwhal yhe.n?khe
chow.
(35) s
?.thdlin,
tdwhal yhe-.n=?khe ho-w
sd
?thadl-in bal
arm

ache-sAME this

work

do-IP=FUT

not-P

'His arm hurts, that's why he can't work'.
Because of this feature, it is sometimes chosen over =da, even if participants are clearly distinct.
(36) Mui.uya, ma.
mu6tuya ma3.PL

stuff

lowac'in
Iow-ac'-in

?a.
?a.

talk.PL-IP-PL-SAME1.AGT

carwi
car=wi
=in

ahmdw.
ahmd-w
sit-P

'Because they had something to talk about, I stayed in the car'.
The realis coincident markers -in and =da are thus not perfect counterparts either formally or semantically. While -in (SAME)is a verbal suffix
that links simultaneous actions or states, =da (DIFF)is a general enclitic
that marks coincidence of either events or entities. While -in (SAME)
marks an action or state in progress for the complete duration of that of
the associated clause, =da (DIFF)indicates only overlap at some point, a
meaning consistent with its meanings in other contexts. While -in can imply causality, =da does not.
5. Consecutive realis: ba and li. The final pair of markers, ba and li,
appear with sequential realis events. They are typically translated 'and' or
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'and then'. Like hi, hla, in, and da clauses, ba and li clauses are grammatically dependent, in that they do not constitute complete sentences in
themselves, but not necessarily semantically subordinate. While ba
clauses always precede the unmarkedclause, li clauses sometimes follow.
In spontaneous speech, ba occurs most often with clauses sharing the
same subject. In (37), both clauses share the same agent subject. In (38),
they share the same patient subject.
ti'khet
Iito
(37) Mu.l bd?dinba,
ti
ba=?di-n-ba
=khe-t
mu.l
1i=o
3.AGT

INDF=take.PL-away-SAME

OWn=OBL-DIS

own=PAT

macu'ts'aq'
mda'ayacol
daqdw.
ma-cu-ts'-aq-'
md'ta=yac6l daqd-w
poss=M's.B-call-p woman=OBL give-P
'He took it (money) away from people and gave it to his niece'.
?doma
mu'tu
calusciba
(38) Me'nda
me'n=da ?=doma mu-tu
ca-lus-ci-ba
so=at

COP=HRSY3.PAT

sitting-slip-SML-SAME

qhabe
qhabe

?mil
?=mi-1

?tesam.
?-tes-am

rock

coP=there-on

by.gravity-fall-down

'So then he slipped and fell onto the rock'.
The markerli tends to appearwith clauses containing differentparticipants.
(39) Bal
bal
this

bal
bal

hdw
hd=w

mcad'c'li
mcd-.c-'=li

mouth=in

throw.PL-SML-P=DIFF

mu'tu
mu'tu

haw
6cq'.
hd=w
coq-'
this
3.PAT
mouth=in sting-P
'When he threw them [berries] into his mouth, it [the bee] stung
him'.
Exceptions to these tendencies occur sufficiently often, however, to
demonstrate that specifying reference cannot be their basic function.
Their distribution is a secondary effect of their primary use: to link
clauses. The major difference between ba and li, as between the other
pairs, is in the degree of cohesion they specify.
The markerba links components of what is portrayed as a single event.
Such components usually share the same subject, but they need not. The
subjects of 'find' and 'buy' are distinct in (40), but the speakerjoined them
with ba to form a single proposition.
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(40) Bet'na
bet'=na

?ul
?ul

this=CONTR now

maqowba
maqo-w-ba
find-P-SAME

SUBJECT?SUBJECT
loq'.
qhadiway
AGENT;AGENT
loq'
qhadiway
buy
thing
'This time I found someone and she'll buy the thing' = 'This time
I found someone to buy it'.
The remark in (41) was part of a discussion of legal issues. The clauses
were packaged as a single event explaining the lack of documents, even
though their subjects were different.
sts'dba
(41) Mu.l ?e khe
pdpil?el
mu-l ?e khe
pdpil=?el s-ts'd-ba
that

COP 1.OBL paper=the

with.liquid-destroyed-and

calel
calel

?a.
?a.

qowmcaw?khe
qdw=mca-w=?khe

c'o'ya.
'6-c'=ya

just

1.AGT

out=throw.PL-P=FUT

happen-SML=ESP

'My papers got wet and I just had to throw them away'.
The marker li links realis events that retain their distinctness. Events
with different participants are usually portrayed as separate with li, but
clauses sharing the same subject may also be linked with li.
(42) to'
to'

loq
o1q

1.PAT thing

masa'dawli
masa'd-a-w=li

?qdac'wiya.
?qda-'=wiya

steal-DFOC=DIFFlose-RFL=EXP

'I was robbed, and I just felt so lost'.
The difference in cohesion signaled by ba and li is mirroredby a formal difference. The marker ba (SAME),which links closely associated actions, is a verbal suffix, while li (DIFF),which links distinct events, is an
enclitic. Unlike -ba, =li can follow the final perfective suffix (masa'da-w=li [steal-DFOC=DIFF]'was robbed' in 42) and various other enclitics. It
occurs not only with clauses but with other kinds of constituents as well.
With nominals, it adds a locative or instrumentalmeaning: 'at, in, with'.
(43) q'difay
q'di-tay
good-PL

cd
ca

swe.yli
swe'y=li

naphdtac'.
naph6-t-ac'

house

new=in

live.PL-ME-IP.PL

'They are living in good new houses'.
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(44) sd
sad
fish

thedu.
jedu?

hadkawla
Chd-ka-w=la

lots

catch-CAus-P=PRF net=with
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baydqli.
baydq=li

'I caught a lot of fish with a net'.
(45) Me'nli
me'n=li
so=with

q'ld.hduwan.
swdyli
q'lda-h-du-w-an
swdy=li
laughter=with die-p-ip-p-ip

'And she just died of laughter'.
Like the irrealis and coincident realis pairs, -ba and =li are not perfect
semantic counterparts.Sequential =li (DIFF)often implies causation.
(46) ?a.
?a.

dulu.haw
dulu.haw
1.AGT too

ydq'
ydq'
fast

cadnli
cd-.n=li
run-IP=DIFF

chnadba
Ohnd-ba

toto.

sda
sad

ts'daya.
ts'd.=ya

fell-SAME

1.PAT

arm

break=wIT

'I was going too fast and [because of that] fell and broke my arm'.
The causation may be implied whether the subjects of the two clauses are
the same or not. The sentence in (39), 'When he threw the berries into his
mouth, the bee stung him', was part of a story admonishing children to
mind their parents. Bear Woman had taken her children out to pick berries, telling them to put all they picked into a basket. Her son failed to
obey. Asked about the precise meaning of =li in this sentence, Mrs. Jack
explained, "Whatever is going to happen is caused from his throwing this
stuff into his mouth."
Speakers sometimes select =li (DIFF) to link clauses precisely for this
implication, even when the clauses share subjects, agents, and/or patients.
An alternative translation given for (42) above was 'I was robbed, that's
why I felt so lost'. Interestingly, the causative implication of sequential
=li (DIFF) resembles that of the same coincident marker -in, ratherthan its
DIFF counterpart =da. This implication is part of its core meaning across
its various grammatical contexts. With nominals, it conveys both locative
and instrumental association: (44) above could be translated either 'I
caught a lot of fish in a net' or 'I caught a lot of fish with a net'. Similar
ambiguity appears with clauses. Sentence (47) could be translated 'When
he died, my uncle married her' or 'Because he died, my uncle married
her'.
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(47) Me'n
me'n
so

?iwli
?1-w=li

muatu
mudtu

q'aldawli,
q'ald.-w=li

be-p=with

3.PAT

die-P=DIFF

?duc'.
mu-tu
ce'ki
mu-tu
?du-c
ce'ki
married-INCH
3.PAT
father's.younger.brother
'So then when/because he [my father] died, my uncle marriedher
[my mother]'.
This semantic difference, too, is mirrored by a formal difference. Dependent clauses marked with -ba always precede the main clause, echoing
the order of events. Dependent clauses marked with =li can follow the
main clause when they indicate causation.
?iw
?ma
?a.
?e,
(48) Me.n ?in
?e
?i-w
?=ma
?ame.n ?i-n
be-SAME COP=FAC1.AGT be-p

so

to.
to'

diyawli.
dfy-a-w=li

1.PAT

order-DFOC-P=DIFF

cop

'That's why I did it, because I was told to'.
The two markers -ba and =li are thus not perfect counterparts either
formally or semantically. Formally -ba (SAME),which links closely associated actions, is a verbal suffix, while =li (DIFF), which links distinct
events, is a general enclitic. Both can relate consecutive events, but =li is
used for an additional function as well, to imply causation.
6. Conclusion. On the basis of elicited sentences, it would be easy to
conclude that Central Pomo contains a prototypical switch-reference system consisting of three pairs of markers. An examination of spontaneous
speech, however, indicates that the six morphemes-hi, hla, in, da, ba,
and li-do not form a switch-reference system after all in the sense of
Haiman and Munro (1983). Their primary function is to specify relations
between actions, states, or events, not participants. They mark same versus different eventhood, ratherthan same versus different subject. The frequent cooccurrence of hi, in, and ba with coreferent subjects and of hla,
da, and li with different ones is a secondary effect of this distinction. What
is portrayed as a single event is more likely to involve a single subject.
Reference is signaled in Central Pomo by several other devices. A
mechanism for indicating continuing or contrasting reference between
third persons in successive clauses is simply the presence or absence of
an overt nominal. As long as the primary participant remains the same
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from clause to clause, and there is no shift in the line of discussion, no
additional identification is necessary: absence is interpreted as coreference. Another mechanism serves to disambiguate reference to secondary
and oblique participants. A special set of empathetic pronouns, similar to
the non-clause-bounded reflexives or logophoric pronouns of some other
languages, is used when third-person pronouns are coreferent with the
subjects of their own or matrix clauses (Mithun 1990).
Even as markers of event linkage, hi, hla, in, da, ba, and li do not constitute a perfectly symmetrical system either formally or semantically.
Formally, -hi, -in, and -ba are suffixes, while =hla, =da, and =li are enclitics. Semantically, the markers show various idiosyncrasies. Both -hi
and =hla link irrealis clauses with different degrees of cohesion, but =hla
can imply additional contingency. Both -in and =da relate coincident realis events with different degrees of cohesion, but -in implies ongoing
simultaneity and/or a causal relationship. Both -ba and =li relate consecutive realis clauses with different degrees of cohesion, but =li can also imply causation. The special meanings of =da and =li are part of the core
meanings that appear in their uses with other constituents as well.
Most of the idiosyncratic meanings also characterize conjunctions derived from combinations of the markers with pro-forms, in particularthe
adverbial me'n 'thus, so', and the verb i?- (Coast dialect ts'f-) 'be, do'.
These conjunctions, which usually link new sentences to previous material in the discourse, do not form symmetrical pairs either.
(49) me'n ?ihi

'after doing that', 'from then on', 'then', 'and then',
'and if', 'then if'
me'n ?ihla 'if', 'again', 'still', 'also', 'furthermore'
me'n ?fn
me'nda

'because of that', 'that is why', 'that's how'
'and then', 'meanwhile', 'at/duringthat time', 'then',
'that's when'

me'n ?iba 'and then', 'so then', 'after that'
me-n ?iwli 'and then', 'so then', 'so that's why', 'and so', 'and then
because of that'
Finally, the six morphemes do not constitute a closed set. Relations
among clauses are also expressed in Central Pomo by other markers.
Among these are =^ti 'but', 'although', =hlaw 'after', =htow 'from', 'when',
'as', and many more.
The fact that the primary function of the markers is not to specify reference, but rather to link actions, states, and events, is not altogether surprising, given their locations in the grammar. They appear attached to
verbs and clauses, not nominals. Verbs in Central Pomo, unlike those in
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many other languages with switch-reference, do not contain pronominal
affixes. We know that the morphemes most likely to fuse formally are
those that are most relevant to each other semantically (Bybee 1985).
Verbal suffixes tend to pertain to predicates, and clausal enclitics to
events. This is exactly the situation in Central Pomo.
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